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BPA Overview

• Bonneville Power 

Administration (BPA) is a 

federal Power Marketing 

Agency in Pacific Northwest

• BPA markets power from 31 

Federal dams and the 

Columbia Generating Station 

Nuclear Plant

• BPA operates more than 

15,000 miles of 

transmission, including 

4,735 miles of 500-kV lines 

� US Army Corps of Engineers operates 21 federal dams and US Bureau of 

Reclamation operates 10 federal dams, including Grand Coulee

� Total nameplate capacity of Northwest Federal Hydro is 22,458 MW
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US Army and BPA Collaboration

US Army Corps of Engineers and BPA Transmission established 

collaboration in the areas of generator modeling, monitoring and 

control optimization

• Phase 1: Modeling

– USACE developed capabilities for baseline model development and 

verification, significant cost savings and model improvements (NERC 

MOD Standards)

• Phase 2: Monitoring

– BPA deployed PMUs at power plant POIs for generator performance 

monitoring

• Phase 3: Control Optimization  

– BPA and USACE collaborate on developing capabilities to optimize 

generator control settings for essential reliability services, NERC 

Standard compliance (BAL, EOP, PRC, VAR Standards) and real-time 

market opportunities (EIM)
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Monitoring
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Power Plant Monitoring at BPA

• BPA installed PMUs at most 

power plants in NW under 

the investment project

– 23 GW of generation

– BPA has most extensive 

recordings of wind generation
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• BPA successfully deployed real-time monitoring and generator 

performance assessment applications

– We can get a performance report for the entire generating fleet within 

minutes of power system disturbance

– The disturbance data is routinely used for model validation, 

compliance with NERC MOD-026, -027 Reliability Standards
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Examples of Generator Control Issues

Examples of Generator Control Issues Detected by BPA PMU Monitoring System
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Real-Time Monitoring of Oscillations
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Oscillation Detection application was 

deployed in the BPA Control Room in 

October 2013

The application scans signals for high-

energy power oscillations

Multiple events of generator oscillations 

were detected at various plants:

- Hydro generator dispatched in a rough 

zone

- Generator control interactions

- Wind generation control issues



Generator Control Optimization
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Generator Governor Controls

Hydro Governors play an important role in:

• Frequency Response 

– essential reliability service, NERC 

BAL-003-1 Frequency Response 

Standard

• Black-Start

– essential reliability service, NERC 

EOP-005-2 Reliability Standard

• Balancing and ramping services, real-

time markets

• Interconnected system stability, 

damping of inter-area power oscillations
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Mechanical governor



Water Starting Time - Tw
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Governor Settings in the West

Credit: Shawn Patterson, USBR



Generator Governor

US Army Corps of Engineers is in process of replacing mechanical 

governors with modern digital controls. 
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Generator Governor

New digital governors open 

opportunities to optimize control 

settings to meet the diverse 

performance requirements

- Four sets of control tunable 

parameters for off-line, on-line, 

isolated and black-start operation

- Fast MW set-point control

- Build-in recording capabilities for 

performance analysis and testing 

- BPA researched a feed-forward 

control to boost frequency 

response for large events  
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HMI of a digital governor



Tuning Hydro Governors for Black-Start 

and Isolated Operations

Black-start testing is required by NERC EOP-005-3 Reliability 

Standard

Our test procedures require synchronizing multiple generating 

units to a de-energized high voltage bus, observing stable parallel 

operation

We have been conducting black-start testing since 2013

We do comprehensive tuning studies ahead of time, but reality 

often has surprises. Testing is essential !
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Islanding Instability Event in April 2017



USACE and BPA Studies

1. Event validation studies – reproduce what happened in 

simulations

2. Modeling improvements were required – water starting time 

turned out to be a bit longer than what we had in model data

3. Studies were performed by USACE team to develop a stable 

set of governor settings

4. BPA and USACE decided to conduct system tests to confirm 

the proposed settings

The developed tuning methodology is currently applied to other 

power plants  
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1 – Generator #1 and Load are isolated from the system

2 – Generator #1 frequency steps (single unit)

3 – Generator #2 is on-line, stable operation of two generators

4 – Generator #1 frequency reference steps (two units)
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Conclusions

• Studies of isolated operation and generator’s ability to 

pick-up load are essential

– Accurate generator dynamic models, and hydraulic turbine 

models are required

– Sensitivity studies need to be done to ensure robustness of 

control settings with respect to operating conditions and 

modeling uncertainties

• Field tests are highly valuable from engineering and 

operating standpoint
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Our Team

• US Army Corps of Engineers

– Brandon Bouwman

– Sean Brosig

– Maggie Watkins

• US Bureau of Reclamation

– Shawn Patterson

• BPA

– Dmitry Kosterev

– Steve Yang

• Experts

– John Undrill
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Thank You
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